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layers of silicon and organic material can be constructed at moderate cost.
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ABSTRACT | A cost-effective route to build electrically as well

as optically controlled modulators in silicon photonics is

reviewed. The technology enables modulation at bit rates

beyond 100 Gbit/s. This platform relies on the well-established

silicon-based complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor

processing technology for fabricating silicon-on-insulator

(SOI) waveguides, while an organic cladding layer adds the

required nonlinearity. The strength of this hybrid technology is

discussed, and two key devices in communications are

exemplarily regarded in more detail. The first device demon-

strates demultiplexing of a 120 Gbit/s signal by means of four-

wave mixing in a slot-waveguide that has been filled with a

highly nonlinear �ð3Þ-organic material. The second device is a

100 Gbit/s/1 V electrooptic modulator based on a slow-light

SOI photonic crystal covered with a �ð2Þ-nonlinear organic

material.

KEYWORDS | Nonlinear optics; phase modulators; silicon-on-

insulator technology

I . INTRODUCTION

Silicon photonics is likely to become a key technology for
highly integrated optics, such as it has been for electronics

for more than 60 years. The main advantages of silicon as

a platform for integrated optics are the availability of a

mature silicon technology, the compatibility with com-

plementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) elec-

tronics, low costs, and the availability of a high-resolution

lithography with 35 nm resolution [1]–[5]. Consequently,

a whole industry has worked on providing a complete
library of optical components. Some of these components

are lowest loss waveguides [6], [7], tapers [8] and grating

couplers [9], filters [10], [11], or photonic crystal devices

offering dispersion and slow light functionalities [12],

[13], to name just a few. While all of the aforementioned

devices are passive building blocks, active devices such as

lasers, amplifiers, and modulators are needed to comple-

ment the library of multifunctional optoelectronic silicon
circuits. And indeed, by wafer-bonding III–V hetero-

structures onto silicon-on-insulator (SOI) waveguides,

continuous-wave (cw) lasers [14]–[16], mode-locked

lasers [17], and optically and electrically pumped

amplifiers [18]–[20] have been realized. Yet, electrical

and optical modulation is still an issue. As a matter of

fact, electrical and optical signal processing suffer from
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two-photon absorption (TPA) and free-carrier absorption
(FCA) related speed limitations [21].

While research in silicon concentrates on solving these

speed issues, polymer optics have achieved remarkable

results long since. Already in 1997, nonlinear polymer

devices demonstrated modulation over the whole W-band

up to 110 GHz [22], and thus indicated the potential of

organic materials for even highest speed. This has

triggered the development of a big set of novel nonlinear
organic materials [23].

A logical next step in the development was thus to

combine the silicon and organic technologies in order to

create a new silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) platform that

combines the advantages of silicon with the ultrafast

performance of organic materials. Indeed, potential

operation in excess of 1 THz can be inferred [24], and

only recently, high-quality 120 Gbit/s signal processing
was performed [25], [26]. In addition, ultralow power

electrooptic switching has been shown as well [27].

In this paper, we review the SOH platform. It relies on

CMOS technology for fabricating silicon wire waveguides

and exploits nonlinear organic materials for the cladding.

While the silicon wire provides the guiding of the optical

mode, the organic material provides the necessary nonlin-

earity to perform electrical and optical modulation up to
highest speed. We first discuss approaches with structures

for performing Kerr-based ultrafast �ð3Þ-nonlinear signal

processing and show that it is feasible to fabricate a slot

waveguide structure, which provides a nonlinearity

parameter on the order of � ¼ 100 000 W�1 km�1. This

isVto the best of our knowledgeVthe largest nonlinearity

ever shown for a Kerr-effect based waveguide. We then

demonstrate experimentally the demultiplexing of optical
data signals from 120 to 10 Gbit/s in one compact device of

6 mm length [25]. Lastly, we give design guidelines that

will lead the technology towards 100 Gbit/s/1 V modulators

with dimensions of 80 �m [28].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we

outline two major applications areas, the state-of-the art,

and issues with current approaches. In Section III, we

discuss structures and design principles for waveguides
that will enable all-optical signal processing at bit rates

beyond 100 Gbit/s. Section IV gives design guidelines for

next-generation electrooptical SOH modulators. This

paper ends with conclusions.

II . ULTRAFAST OPTICAL AND
ELECTRICAL PROCESSING:
APPLICATIONS AND ISSUES WITH
CURRENT TECHNOLOGY

The ability to electrically process optical signals is key for

the fabrication of high-speed optoelectronic modulators.

Modulators are needed for the fabrication of small form

factor transceivers, which preferentially should comprise

all the electrical and optical circuitry on a single low-cost

silicon chip. Fig. 1 shows the outline of such a chip with an
integrated transmitter and receiver module. The chip

could potentially be smaller than 2� 10 mm2. It could

comprise a III–V wafer-bonded laser diode, a high-speed

electro-optic modulator to encode data onto an optical

carrier provided by the laser diode, passive optical

waveguides, a silicon-germanium photodiode, and CMOS

compatible electronic circuitry. However, electrical mod-

ulation of optical signals in silicon is not straightforward
because the second-order �ð2Þ-susceptibility is non-existent

in principle in monocrystalline silicon, and thus simple

electrooptic modulation of the optical phase is not possible.

As a consequence, injection of free carriers can be used

instead. These carrier-injection operated modulators have

already shown operation up to 40 Gbit/s [29]. However,

free carriers lead to increased losses, and it is not clear to

what extent speed can be further increased due to the
limited mobility and the relatively long carrier lifetime.

The situation is similar for all-optical signal processing

in silicon. To optically modulate optical signals, a

sufficiently strong third-order �ð3Þ-susceptibility is needed.

While third-order nonlinearities in silicon nanophotonic

waveguides exist, the effect is impeded by TPA and by

TPA-induced FCA. For instance, all-optical signal regen-

eration has been demonstrated at 10 Gbit/s [30], but for
data rates of 40 Gbit/s, free carriers generated by TPA have

to be removed by appropriate technological measures for

preventing excessive absorption [29], [31], and this

becomes actually difficult at bit rates beyond 40 Gbit/s.

While all-optical technologies are already of interest at

both lower and highest speeds due to the small footprint

and the resulting energy efficiency, they are, however,

Fig. 1. Schematic view of a silicon transceiver chip, comprising a

III–V wafer-bonded cw laser source, a high-speed electrooptic

amplitude modulator with its electronic CMOS driving circuitry, and

the receiver part made of a monolithically integrated photodiode

with built-in filter. The amplitude modulator is realized by inserting

two phase modulator sections in both arms of a Mach–Zehnder

interferometer.
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most attractive at speeds beyond the present limits of

electronics, i.e., at speeds beyond 40 Gbit/s.

At those speeds, �ð3Þ-nonlinearities allow manifold
applications. For instance, four-wave mixing (FWM) [30] is

frequently used for all-optical high-speed demultiplexing

[25], for wavelength conversion, or for optical sampling.

Fig. 2(a) shows a typical FWM setup, in which a high-speed

data signal at �in;1 is demultiplexed by a strong clock signal

�clk;2, resulting in an idler signal at �idler;3. In this example,

the clock signal maps every second bit of the input signal onto

an idler by means of the �ð3Þ-nonlinearity. The spectrum
behind the �ð3Þ-nonlinear device is depicted on the right-

hand side of Fig. 2(a). A filter is typically used to separate the

new signal at �idler3 from the input and the clock signal.

For other applications, cross-phase modulation (XPM)

might be used to perform wavelength conversion; see

Fig. 2(b). In this process, a strong input signal �in1 changes

the refractive index of the �ð3Þ-nonlinear material. This

affects the phase of a second signal, e.g., a cw signal at �2.
This can actually be exploited in an interferometric

configuration by transfer of the original information at

�in1 onto a new wavelength at �2. XPM nonlinearity is

attractive because it allows wavelength conversion over the

largest possible spectral range since the phase-matching

condition is always fulfilled.

Finally, self-phase modulation (SPM) may be used to

perform all-optical signal regeneration; see Fig. 2(c). SPM-
based signal regeneration usually follows the so-called

Mamyshev scheme [32], in which the intensity-induced

refractive index change is exploited to spectrally broaden a

signal. A subsequent filter selects only those parts of the

spectrum that were caused by moderate signal powers. The

noisy low-power contributions will not have sufficient power

to broaden the signal and thus will not make it into the filter

passband. Conversely, signals with large amplitude will
experience stronger broadening and thus generate spectral

components beyond the filter passband. These additional

spectral components will be rejected. As a result, both the

noisy low-power parts of the signal and the high-power parts

will be suppressed, thus regenerating the signal.

III . SILICON ORGANIC
HYBRID PLATFORM

The motivation behind the SOH approach is to combine

the advantages of silicon technology with the versatility

offered by the numerous options with organic materials.

In the SOH approach, all passive components, i.e.,
waveguides, couplers, and filters, are fabricated in silicon.

The high refractive index of silicon ðn � 3:5Þ leads to

strongly guided light. The nonlinear optical functionality,

however, is taken over by the organic cladding. For

choosing this material, one takes advantage of the many

organic molecules and polymers that have been developed

in the last years. Their nonlinear refractive index virtually

reacts instantaneously, and so the bandwidth is almost
unlimited [24]. Organic materials typically have small

linear refractive indexes on the order of 1.4–2.5.

Examples of electrooptically active nonlinear organic

molecules and polymers and their electrooptic coefficients

r are summarized in Table 1. Electrooptic coefficient r and

second-order susceptibility �ð2Þ are interrelated by

r ¼ �2�ð2Þ=n4
0: ð1Þ

Table 1 shows that many organic materials have

electrooptic coefficients that significantly exceed the value

specified for LiNbO3.
Similarly, one has the choice between numerous non-

linear organic materials with favorable �ð3Þ-susceptibilities.

Table 2 lists the nonlinear index coefficient n2 for various

materials. Nonlinear index coefficient n2 and susceptibility

�ð3Þ are interrelated by

n2 ¼ 3Re �ð3Þ
� �

=ð4"0cn2Þ ð2Þ

where "0 and c are dielectric constant and velocity of light
in vacuum, respectively, and n is the linear refractive index

of the nonlinear material. From Table 2, it is seen that

Fig. 2. High-speed all-optical signal processing enabled by

�ð3Þ-nonlinear materials. (a) Demultiplexing by four-wave mixing.

(b) All-optical wavelength conversion by cross-phase modulation

in an interferometric configuration. (c) All-optical signal regeneration

by self-phase modulation.

Table 1 Electrooptic Coefficients for Various �ð2Þ-Nonlinear Materials
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some chalcogenide glasses as well as some organic
molecules like DDMEBT1 [41] have a particularly large

nonlinear index coefficient.

However, the suitability of a nonlinear material de-

pends not only on the nonlinear index coefficient n2 but

also on the nonlinear losses. Most often, it is TPA that leads

to strong absorption. Unfortunately, the TPA-generated

carriers occupy excited band states. These carriers with

lifetimes in the nanosecond range then act as highly
absorptive plasma that reduces the optical power and

thereby degrades the nonlinear performance. A frequently

used figure of merit (FOM), which relates the nonlinear

phase shift to the associated intensity change, is defined by

FOM ¼ 1

�

n2

�2
ð3Þ

where �2 is the nonlinear absorption coefficient. Table 2

shows that siliconValthough having a relatively large

n2-coefficientVis unfortunately burdened with a low TPA

FOM. Conversely, silica has a large FOM yet weak

nonlinear characteristics. On the other hand, chalcogenide

glasses or the organic molecule DDMEBT show both a large

nonlinear coefficient n2 and a small nonlinear absorption
coefficient �2, thus leading to a good FOM.

In waveguides, it is not just the material dependent

refractive index but also the confinement of the mode that

needs optimization in order to achieve the maximum

nonlinearity. The nonlinearity parameter � is

� ¼ 2�

�

n2

A
ð3Þ
eff

: ð4Þ

It depends significantly on the effective area A
ð3Þ
eff for third-

order nonlinear interaction [42].

We will discuss below how one could take advantage of

the waveguide geometry and the refractive index for
maximizing �. This will lead us to a design with a

nonlinearity parameter, which we believe to be the highest

one ever demonstrated for a Kerr medium.

IV. HIGH-SPEED ALL-OPTICAL
NONLINEAR DEVICES

In this section, we discuss the potential of the SOH plat-
form for the fabrication of a device performing all-optically

�ð3Þ-nonlinear operations at speeds beyond 100 Gbit/s.

Our design goal is the fabrication of a nonlinear

waveguide with a nonlinearity parameter � beyond

100 000 W�1 km�1. This value is five orders of magni-

tude larger than the nonlinearity parameter � in a silica

fiber. Key to the success is the possibility to:

• optimize the geometry of the waveguide indepen-
dently of the nonlinear material;

• take advantage of the electric field enhancement

across materials with different refractive indexes;

• select an organic material with the highest possible

nonlinear susceptibility combined with a low TPA

coefficient.

We will end the section with a demonstration of an all-

optical 120 to 10 Gbit/s demultiplexing experiment.

A. Optimization of SOH Platform for
Record Nonlinearity?

1) SOH Waveguide for Nonlinear Operation: The stronger
the confinement of the optical field in the nonlinear

material is (the smaller A
ð3Þ
eff is), the larger the nonlinearity

parameter � becomes. Here we discuss three structures

optimized for the strongest quasi-TE mode confinement

(dominant electric field component Ex oriented along the

substrate plane): the strip waveguide with core nonline-

arity, the strip waveguide with cover nonlinearity, and the

slot waveguide with cover nonlinearity; see Fig. 3. Similar
results can actually be found for quasi-TM modes

(dominant electric field component Ey oriented perpen-

dicularly to the substrate plane) [42].

We first discuss the optimum geometry of a strip wave-

guide with a nonlinear core. Fig. 3(a) shows the electric

field magnitude of the fundamental quasi-TE mode. If only

the waveguide core provides the nonlinearity, it is advanta-

geous to choose a nonlinear material with the highest
possible linear refractive index. Silicon with a refractive

index of n ¼ 3:48 is a good choice [30]; alternatively,

chalcogenide glass has shown good results as well [43]. The

width w and the height h of the waveguide core then need

be optimized for the smallest possible effective area A
ð3Þ
eff .

The right-hand side of Fig. 3(a) shows the minimum

A
ð3Þ
eff that can be obtained if the optimum width and height

is chosen and for a cladding refractive index ncover that
varies between 1.0 and 2.5. For silicon, A

ð3Þ
eff ¼ 0:1 �m2

can be achieved for a cladding refractive index of

ncover ¼ 1:8, a core width w ¼ 400 nm, and a core height

h ¼ 220 nm [42].

A strip waveguide with cladding nonlinearity is

depicted in Fig. 3(b). If the nonlinearity is dominated by

the cover material, then the waveguide dimensions must

12-[4-(dimethylamino)phenyl]-3-{[4-(dimethylamino)phenyl]ethynyl}
b7uta-1,3-diene-1,1,4,4-tetracarbonitrile.

Table 2 Nonlinear Index Coefficient n2 and TPA Figure of Merit (FOM) for

Various �ð3Þ-Nonlinear Materials
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be tuned such that a large portion of the field is pushed
into the cladding. An A

ð3Þ
eff of 0.2 �m2 can be achieved for a

cladding refractive index of ncover ¼ 1:8, a core width

w ¼ 220 nm, and a core height h ¼ 400 nm [42].

Finally, if the silicon slot waveguide structure of

Fig. 3(c) is chosen, an A
ð3Þ
eff smaller than 0.1 �m2 can be

obtained for a slot width of 60 nm, a core width

w ¼ 180 nm, and a core height h ¼ 350 nm [42]. The

unique advantage of the slot waveguide structure is that it
concentrates the field inside the slot, so that the

nonlinearities in the silicon material become unimportant,

and the slot material dominates the nonlinear behavior.

The slot can be filled with a nonlinear organic substance,

which can be chosen from a large number of species. In

fact, nonlinear organic materials with low refractive

indexes and nonlinearities that excel the ones provided

by silicon are available; see Table 2.

2) Electric Field Enhancement in the Cladding: An

inherent advantage of structures with the nonlinearity in

the cover material is the possibility to enhance the

electromagnetic field at the interface of the high-index

core to the low-index cladding. Actually, the electric field

normal to the interface results from the required

continuity of the normal component Dx of the dielectric
displacement

Dx;Si ¼ Dx;slot ! "SiEx;Si ¼ "slotEx;slot: ð5Þ

For instance, if nslot ¼ 1:8 and nSi ¼ 3:5, the enhance-
ment of the electric field in the slot over the electric

field in the silicon amounts to a factor of "Si="slot ¼
ðnSi=nslotÞ2 ¼ 3:8. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.

The enhancement of the normal electric field in the

organic cover material over the field in the waveguide is

relevant for two reasons:

• TPA and free carriers generated by TPA are

ultimately limiting the speed in silicon devices. It
is therefore important to keep signal intensities in

silicon low, while they should be high in the

nonlinear material. For the slot waveguide ap-

proach, TPA in silicon scales with the intensity as

TPASi � �TPA;SiI
2
Si � �TPA;SiI

2
slot

"slot

"Si

� �4

: ð6Þ

This actually means that even though the intensity
Islot in the slot is high, chances for TPA in silicon

are 200 times smaller than if the field was

concentrated in silicon; this factor holds true for

our case where nslot ¼ 1:8 and nSi ¼ 3:5.

• �ð3Þ-nonlinearities scale with the square of the

dominant field, i.e., in all cases where one exploits

(partially) degenerate FWM, XPM, or SPM, one

benefits from the square law of the field enhance-
ment. In our example with nslot ¼ 1:8 and

nSi ¼ 3:5, we would benefit from a nonlinearity

enhancement by as much as 14.

3) Nonlinear Organic Material: Large nonlinearities are

typically achieved by compounds that have large

Fig. 3. Magnitude of quasi-TE electric field (dominant electric field

component oriented horizontally, along the substrate plane).

Minimum effective areas Að3Þeff for a cover material with a linear

refractive index ncover. The structures are optimized for maximum

(a) core nonlinearity in a strip waveguide, (b) cover nonlinearity in a

strip waveguide, and (c) cover nonlinearity in a slot waveguide.

Fig. 4. Cross-section of slot waveguide with two silicon (Si) ribs on a

silicon dioxide buffer layer (SiO2) covered by a nonlinear material (NL).

For a quasi-TE mode, the magnitude of the dominant electric field

component Ex is enhanced inside the slot.

Leuthold et al. : Silicon Organic Hybrid Technology
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delocalized electron systems. Carbon atoms offer a multi-

tude of compounds with such delocalized electron systems,

and they show extraordinarily large optical nonlinearities

that allow highest speed modulation [23].

The substance DDMEBT is a small organic molecule

with a linear refractive index n ¼ 1:8� 0:1 and a nonlinear
index coefficient n2 � ð1:7� 0:8Þ � 10�17 m2=W, Fig. 5.

It has large isotropic, off-resonant third-order susceptibility

�ð3Þ � ð2� 1Þ � 10�19 m2=V2 at a wavelength of 1.5 �m.

The molecular substance is effectively transparent for

wavelengths beyond 700 nm. Since this corresponds to a

bandgap that is twice as large as the energy of the operating

wavelength, a low TPA coefficient is to be expected.

B. Fabrication of SOH Slot Waveguide
Slot waveguide templates have been fabricated on a

200 mm CMOS pilot line using 193 nm deep ultraviolet

lithography on an ASML PAS5500/1100 stepper and a

chlorine-based reactive ion etching process [44]. The

thickness of the device layer (waveguide height) amounts

to h ¼ 220 nm, and the buried oxide is 2 �m thick. The

strip (slot) widths w ðwslotÞ range from 160 to 220 nm (150
to 250 nm). A scanning electron microscope (SEM)

picture of the slot waveguide is shown in Fig. 6.

The waveguide templates were functionalized by vapor

deposition of a 950-nm-thick amorphous organic film

consisting of DDMEBT [41]. The compound is described in

more detail as derivative 2 in [45]. After deposition, cross-

sectional profiles of the waveguides have been produced by

focused ion beam milling using a Carl Zeiss CrossBeam

system. The silicon waveguide strips exhibit a slightly
trapezoidal shape. Yet, a high homogeneity of the organic

cover layer over its whole cross-section was found, and it

could be confirmed that the organic substance homoge-

neously fills the slot without forming any voids. This is a

key feature of the material and its deposition process that

enables the effective realization of the SOH concept.

C. Experimental Characterization

1) Loss: For high index-contrast waveguides, roughness

of the core-cladding interface leads to scattering loss and is

regarded the main contributor to overall losses [46]. A

cutback method was applied to obtain the linear propaga-

tion power loss coefficient �, together with the fiber-chip

coupling loss �cp. We found propagation losses of

� ¼ 1:5 dB/mm and �cp ¼ 6 dB within the spectral range
from 1500 to 1575 nm. The waveguide dimension of the

characterized structure was h ¼ 220 nm, the top width of

the trapezoidal silicon strips was w ¼ 216 nm, and the

corresponding slot width was wslot ¼ 157 nm [25].

2) The Nonlinearity Parameter: The silicon organic

hybrid slot waveguide provided nonlinearity parameters �
up to 116 000 W�1 km�1. This is, to the best of our
knowledge, the largest Kerr nonlinearity measured so far in

a waveguide structure.

The nonlinearity parameter � of the waveguide was

obtained by measuring the conversion efficiency � of partially

degenerate FWM, applying a cw pump and a cw signal. For a

waveguide of geometrical length L and nonlinearity param-

eter �, the conversion efficiency is given by

� ¼ expð��LÞð�PpLeffÞ2: ð7Þ

Pp denotes the on-chip pump power just after the input facet
of the waveguide. The effective waveguide length Leff G L
accounts for both linear propagation loss and group-velocity

dispersion and is given by [26]

Leff ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ expð�2�LÞ � 2 expð��LÞ cosð�	LÞ

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2 þ�	2

p
�	 ¼ �cD2��2

2�2
p

; �� ¼ j�s � �cj

2��1
p ¼��1

s þ ��1
c : ð8Þ

The quantity �	 represents the phase mismatch due to

group velocity dispersion (GVD) between the signal wave at

wavelength �s and the converted wave at wavelength �c. The

quantity D2 denotes the GVD parameter and �p is the

wavelength of the pump.

Measuring two different samples with nominally iden-

tical geometry at two different signal wavelengths, we haveFig. 6. SEM picture of slot waveguide structure.

Fig. 5. Molecular structure of the organic molecule DDMEBT.
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obtained nonlinear parameters � of 116 000, 107 000,
104 000, and 91 000 W�1 km�1, leading to an average

value of 104 000 W�1 km�1 [25].

3) Phase-Matching Over Large Spectral Range: The depen-
dence of the FWM efficiency as a function of wavelength

offset between pump and probe signal has been tested as

well; see Fig. 7. The group velocity dispersion parameter

D2 was found to be so small that phase-matching over a

large 20 nm spectral range could be achieved. Measure-

ments of the spectral efficiency were performed on a

waveguide with height h ¼ 220 nm, width w ¼ 216 nm,

slot width wslot ¼ 157 nm, and geometrical waveguide
length L ¼ 4 mm. By fitting the measured dependence of

� as a function of the detuning �� to (7) and (8), the

waveguide under test exhibited a group velocity dispersion

parameter of D2 ¼ �6:84 fs=ðmm nmÞ and a nonlinearity

parameter of � ¼ 0:83� 105 W�1 km�1.

4) Dynamics and Two-Photon Absorption: The SOH slot

waveguide was tested for its phase response in a pump-
probe experiment [47]. Fig. 8 shows the phase shift induced

by a pump-probe measurement with 100 fs long pulses for

various input powers at a wavelength of 1550 nm. The slot

waveguide shows an instantaneous Kerr-type response,

which has its origin predominantly in the cladding. There

are no slow tails due to TPA in silicon with subsequent free-

carrier absorption such as seen in nonlinear silicon strip

waveguides [47]. The geometry of the slot waveguides in
the TPA absorption experiment was identical to the one

from the loss characterization.

D. All-Optical 120 to 10 Gbit/s Demultiplexing
To proof the viability of the concept, all-optical demul-

tiplexing of a 120 Gbit/s data signal to a 10 Gbit/s data

stream has been performed. The experimental setup to-

gether with the eye diagrams are depicted in Fig. 9. For the
data (pump), we used mode-locked fibre lasers operating at

repetition rates of 10 GHz and emitting pulses of approxi-

Fig. 7. Dependence of FWM conversion efficiency on detuning ��;

measurement ð�Þ and fit ð�Þ. The launched on-chip pump power after

the input facet of the waveguide was Pp ¼ 11:0 dBm.

Fig. 8. Pump-probe experiment showing ultrafast phase response

of a SOH slot waveguide. No slow tail from TPA with its associated

free-carrier absorption is observed.

Fig. 9. Experimental setup of the demultiplexing experiment; MLL1, MLL2: mode-locked lasers; Mod: data modulator; OTDM-Mux:

optical time-division multiplexer; ODL: tunable optical delay line; EDFA: erbium-doped fiber amplifier; Att: attenuator; BP: optical bandpass;

PM: power meter; Pol: polarizer; PMF: polarization maintaining fiber; DUT: device under test; DCA: digital communication analyzer.

Inset: spectrum at the output of the DUT (black) and after bandpass filtering (blue).
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mately 3 ps full-width half-maximum. The signal and the
pump were synchronized using a tunable optical delay. The

120 Gbit/s data were generated by modulating the 10 GHz

pulse train with a pseudorandom bit sequence (231�1 bit)

and by subsequent optical time-division multiplexing. Both

the pump and the signal were amplified and coupled into a

SOH slot waveguide of height h ¼ 220 nm, strip width

w ¼ 212 nm, and slot width wslot ¼ 205 nm. The output

signal was bandpass filtered at the converted wavelength
and amplified, and the eye diagram was recorded with a

digital communication analyzer. By varying the delay

between the pump and the signal, different tributaries

could be chosen for demultiplexing. Similar performance

was found for all the tributaries. From the eye diagram, a

quality factor of Q2 ¼ 11:1 dB was measured for an on-chip

pump power of 15.6 dBm (36 mW). Since the power of the

converted signal depends quadratically on the pump power,
and since the 10 GHz pump exhibits noticeable amplitude

fluctuations [see eye diagram (2) in Fig. 9], the Q-factor

was mainly limited by the performance of the pump.

More recently we have tested slot waveguides for their

ability to demulitplex 170.8 to 42.7 Gbit/s [26] and for

40 Gbit/s all-optical wavelength conversion [48]. No

pattern dependence or any other speed limitations were

observed.

V. HIGH-SPEED SILICON-ORGANIC
MODULATORS

In this section, we discuss the potential of the SOH platform

for the fabrication of optical modulators with drive voltages

around 1 V and bandwidths exceeding 100 Gbit/s [28].

Electrooptic modulators typically are implemented as
Mach–Zehnder interferometers (MZIs); see Fig. 1, where

both arms of the MZI comprise phase modulator sections.

Three phase modulator structures compatible with the

SOH approach are depicted in Fig. 10. The phase shifters

consist of silicon waveguides (Si) surrounded by a poled

electrooptic organic material (EO). The optical strip

waveguides are operated in quasi-TE mode. In the

traveling-wave strip waveguide scheme of Fig. 10(a), the
microwave field is applied via two aluminum conductors

running in parallel to the optical strip waveguide. The

spacing between the conductors and the optical waveguide

is chosen large enough (typically 1 �m) to avoid optical

loss. For the traveling-wave socket slot waveguide

[Fig. 10(b)], both silicon strips are doped and connected

to the aluminum conductors by thin silicon sockets.

Arsenic doping with a density of nD � 2� 1016 cm�3

yields sufficient electrical conductivity 
Si � 10 ð�cmÞ�1

but does not induce relevant optical loss. In Fig. 10(c), a

photonic crystal (PhC) line defect waveguide comes with

a slot etched into the SOI device layer for exploiting the

field enhancement in quasi-TE polarization as described

previously. The PhC is a slow-light structure, which sig-

nificantly increases the interaction time with the

microwave field. This in turn allows the construction of

ultracompact modulators. The numerous possibilities to
arrange the PhC holes allow optimization of the structure

so that operation without dispersion is possible within a

sufficiently large wavelength range. Details of the PhC

design, which resulted in light propagating at 4% of the

speed of light in vacuum, have been published in [28]

and [50] and demonstrated in [51]–[54] The slot PhC

modulator is covered with an EO material too. Again, the

doped PhC regions are electrically connected to the
aluminum conductors. The rationale for the slot wave-

guide modulator approach is as follows.

• The SOH allows filling of the slot with a highly

nonlinear poled electrooptic material of choice,

providing almost instantaneous nonlinearityV
rather than direct carrier injection in silicon with

its related speed limitations.

• The voltage applied across the electrodes drops off
almost entirely across the narrow slot wgap. Since

the dimension of the slot is as small as 150 nm, one

obtains a large electric field Ex right in the middle

of the slot.

• The slot waveguide structure leads to an optical

field almost entirely confined to the slot. This

results in an extremely efficient optoelectronic

Fig. 10. Three implementations of silicon organic hybrid electrooptic

modulators comprising silicon ribs on top of the buried oxide (SiO2)

and an electrooptic cover. The electric field magnitudes are depicted

on the right-hand side. (a) Traveling-wave strip waveguide structure;

(b) traveling wave slot waveguide structure; and (c) photonic crystal

slot waveguide structure.
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effect since now both the electric and optical field
are largest inside the slot.

• The slow-light slot waveguide PhC approach

provides an additional field enhancement of the

optical field. This enhancement is due to the long

time that the optical field resides in the structure

and allows one to further reduce the length of the

phase modulator section.

In the following, we will discuss important parameters
such as modulation bandwidth fmod and drive voltage

swing, which are related to the � phase shift voltage U�.

A. Modulation Bandwidth
In this section, we estimate the achievable modulation

bandwidth under the assumption that the microwave

generator is matched to the wave impedance of the

coplanar transmission line of the MZI modulator, see
Fig. 1. We further make the realistic assumption that the

silicon structures are so small that microwave losses are

negligible. The modulation bandwidth is then affected by

RC effects, the spatial walkoff between the electrical and

optical wave, and potential bandwidth limitations from the

nonlinear material. However, the latter is negligible as

long as there is no TPA and operation speed is not in the

terahertz regime.

1) Electrical RC-Limitations: Electrical RC-limitations are

negligible for an impedance-matched travelling-wave

electrical waveguide as depicted in Fig. 10(a), yet there

might be a limiting RC-factor for the two slot waveguide

structures of Fig. 10(b) and (c). The doped sections con-

necting the metal electrodes and the slot have a finite

resistivity R0 per length, and the voltage across the
nonconductive slot has a certain capacitance C0 per length.

As a result, an electrical wave with a constant amplitude U
traveling along the electrodes generates a voltage ampli-

tude Ugap across the nonconductive gap. The 3 dB

bandwidth associated with the phase-shifter section as

depicted in Fig. 11 is therefore [28].

fRC;3 dB ¼
1

4�R0C0
ð9Þ

where C0 ¼ "0n2
coverh=wgap and R0�1 ¼ 
Fhslab=wSi with

wSi being the width of the doped silicon section between

aluminum electrode and slot.

2) Walkoff Limitations: The bandwidth limitation due to

the walkoff between the optical field and the electromag-

netic forward-travelling wave (negative sign) or a poten-
tially reflected wave (positive sign) can be approximated

reasonably well by [28], [55]

fwalkoff;3 dB ffi
0:5

jtg;opt 	 tg;elj

¼ 0:5

L

1

j1=vg;opt 	 1=vg;elj
ð10Þ

where vg;opt and vg;el are the group velocities of the optical

and the electrical waves and tg;opt and tg;el are the

respective group delays of the waves propagating along

the phase-shifter section. For the slow-light PhC structure,

tg;opt 
 tg;el holds, and no electrical traveling-wave struc-

ture with termination resistance is needed. An intuitive
derivation for this relation has been given in [28].

3) Quantitative Comparison of the SOH Modulators: To

quantitatively estimate the achievable bandwidth, we

performed calculations using the parameters in Table 3.

The lengths of the modulators were chosen such that a full

modulation is obtained with a small voltage swing U of 1 V.

This corresponds to a 2 V peak-to-peak voltage, which
provides a phase shift of �=2 in each of the MZI arms.

Since this phase shift is applied to each of the two MZI

arms, a full � phase shift can be obtained if operating in

push–pull mode. For the calculations, we have further

assumed a conductivity of 
 ¼ 10 ��1 cm�1 in the

conductive silicon parts ðnD � 2� 1016 cm�3Þ and a

filling factor F of 0.67 for the PhC slot waveguide.

The modulation bandwidths for the modulators de-
picted in Fig. 10 are listed in Table 4. The calculation shows

that both the travelling wave and the photonic crystal

slow-light structure provide modulation bandwidths in

the 100 GHz range. The good performance is due to the fact

that the electric field is largest in the slotVthis is exactly

where the optical field is almost entirely confined. The

bandwidth limitation of the strip waveguide is due to the

walkoff between electric and optical wave. It could beFig. 11. Lumped-element model of the slot-structure.

Table 3 Dimensions of Strip, Slot, and Slot Photonic Crystal Phase

Modulator Structures
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overcome at the expense of higher voltage swings. Table 4
also shows that the PhC approach has led to an eightfold

slow-down of the group velocity of the optical signal. As a

consequence, the slow-light phase shifters potentially can

be as short as 80 �m.

Although the large modulation bandwidths in Table 4

have yet to be proven experimentally, they are indicative

for the potential of the platform. Preliminary experiments

show that the technology seems to be viable.

B. Drive Voltage
The SOH approach allows operation of modulators

with exceptionally low voltage swings [13]. To get a deeper

insight, it is necessary to derive an equation that relates the

voltage needed to induce the � phase shift across a phase

modulator with its geometry. In [28], such an expression

was derived as

U� ¼
�

n3
cover

wElectr

r33

1

L�
: ð11Þ

In (11), � is the vacuum wavelength of the optical field, r33

the electrooptic coefficient, and ncover the refractive index

across the gap. For the calculations in Table 4, we have
assumed r33 ¼ 80 pm/V and ncover ¼ 1:6. The distance

within which the electric modulation field drops is denoted

as wElectr. In the strip waveguide structure of Fig. 10(a), for

example, it would actually be wElectr ¼ 2dþ w, whereas in

slot structures, the field drops within wElectr ¼ wgap. The

modulator length is L, and � is the field interaction factor.

It quantifies the strength of the nonlinear EO interaction of

modulating electric field and optical mode in a unit cell
along a lattice period a

� ¼
Z

EO region

n

Z0
jÊxj2dV

, Z
Unit cell

<ðÊ�Ĥ
�Þ � ezdV

/ 1

vg;opt
ð12Þ

where Z0 is the free-space wave impedance, Ê (x-com-
ponent Ex) and Ĥ are the optical-mode electric and

magnetic fields, and ez is the unit vector in z-direction. In

the case of the strip and slot waveguide, the volume inte-

grals can be replaced by surface integrals in a cross-section.

The field interaction factor is different from the confine-

ment factor, which is usually between zero and one. In a

slow-light structure, the field interaction factor � might be

considerably larger than one. It actually is a measure of the
energy stored in the transverse component of the propa-

ating optical mode inside the phase modulator.

Equation (11) shows that the combination of a) a slot

waveguide where the voltage drops over a narrow gap

wElectr ¼ wgap with b) a potentially strong field interaction

factor � (inversely proportional to the group velocity

vg;opt) and c) a free choice of an optimum nonlinear

material indeed provides lowest possible voltage swings
with ultrashort modulator lengths.

Lastly, it should be noted that an MZI modulator is

typically operated in push–pull mode. This way, U�=4 is

sufficient to fully modulate the MZI, where U� is the voltage

that induces a � phase shift in the modulator. Also, the

lengths given in Table 4 relate to voltage swings U�=4 ¼ 1 V.

VI. CONCLUSION

We reviewed a recently introduced silicon-on-insulator

technology within which all-optical and electrooptic

interaction is performed in organic cover layers rather

than in the silicon core of SOI waveguides. This silicon

organic hybrid approach has provided highest nonlinea-

rities beyond � ¼ 100 000 W�1 km�1. As a result, all-

optical signal processing has been performed at speeds
beyond 100 Gbit/s on a 6 mm silicon chip with less than 16

dBm pump power. Theoretical considerations further

show that the same technology is capable of designing

electrically controlled silicon MZI modulators to speeds

beyond 100 Gbit/s, applying voltage swings of 1 V for

device lengths between 1.2 mm and 80 �mV depending

on whether a slot waveguide traveling-wave approach or a

slow-light slot waveguide design is chosen. h
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